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SNAC is a very powerful tool...

...once your metadata is in it!
What Do We Need?

1. Creating many records at a time
2. Creating minimal records quickly
3. Reusing existing description easily
4. ...all done via tools that archivists are familiar with
What Do We Need?

1. Creating many records at a time
2. Creating minimal records quickly
3. Reusing existing description easily
4. ...all done via tools that archivists are familiar with
5. ...and with clear documentation
Documented Workflow

1. Using OpenRefine: Setting Up & How-to Basics
2. Getting Your Data & Getting It Into OpenRefine
3. Editing data with SNAC plugin using OpenRefine
4. Examples and Use Cases
Where Can I Find It?

1. SNAC Resources & Tools
2. OpenRefine Plugin GitHub
3. Google Drive
How Can I Get In Touch?

1. https://snac-coop.slack.com/
3. alexanderduryee@nypl.org